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Holiday Types
Whether it’s adding to a city break with time relaxing
on a beach, hopping between islands, or touring the
countryside, Sunvil can help you plan the perfect getaway.

Active Holidays

City Breaks

People who love the outdoors will be in their element. Both countries
offer a large and varied number of activities, many of which are available
throughout the year. Visit one of the only places in Europe to see whales
– 24 of the planet’s 80 species of whales and dolphins have been sighted
off the coast of the Azores. Swim with dolphins in their natural habitat or
go diving and experience an unforgettable underwater adventure. The
activities are, for the most part, of easy or medium difficulty and therefore
suitable for all ages. See pages 48-49 and 80-81.

Portugal and Spain offer excellent choices for European city breaks. Within
a 3 hour flight from the UK, you will feel the warmth of the Portuguese
or Spanish sunshine and be surrounded by fascinating cityscapes and be
within close striking distance of fabulous beaches and rolling countryside.
World-class museums, incredible architecture, excellent shops, scrumptious
cuisine and fine wines will all be within reach. See pages 15, 25-29, 34, 40,
83-85 and 87.
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Multi-Centre Itineraries

Wine & Gastronomy

Within our brochure, you will find a range of suggested itineraries
which are examples of holidays that we can arrange. All these can
be adjusted to meet your individual requirements. Multi-centre
holidays including domestic flights, trains, ferries, private or shared
transfers or self-drive car hire can be arranged. See pages 19, 23,
28, 29, 36, 37, 42, 43, 66-75, 89-91 and 95.

The coastlines, countryside and mountain ranges of Portugal and Spain as
well as their flora and fauna have all influenced the national cuisine. Each
region, however, offers its own local specialities which in turn reflect the
changing of the seasons. Try grilled sardines in Lisbon; bacalhãu and the
‘catch of the day’ along the Atlantic coastline; the delicious Alentejo and
Extremadura black pork; local cheeses and, of course, the local wine…
you will not be disappointed.
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